Guidelines for reporting the use of gel electrophoresis in proteomics.
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We wish to alert your readers to the MIAPE Gel Electrophoresis (MIAPE-GE) guidelines specifying the minimum information that should be provided when reporting the use of n-dimensional gel electrophoresis in a proteomics experiment. Developed through a joint effort between the gel-based analysis working group of the Human Proteome Organisation's Proteomics Standards Initiative (HUPO-PSI; http://www.psidev.info/) and the wider proteomics community, they constitute one part of the overall Minimum Information about a Proteomics Experiment (MIAPE) documentation system published last August in Nature Biotechnology [1].

MIAPE-GE comprises a checklist of information that should be provided about gel electrophoresis performed in the course of generating a data set that is submitted to a public repository or when such an experimental step is reported in a scientific publication (for instance, in the materials and methods section; see Box 1). MIAPE-GE specifies neither the format in which information should be transferred nor the structure of any repository or document. However, HUPO-PSI is not developing the MIAPE modules in isolation; several compatible data exchange standards are now well established and supported both by public databases and by data processing software in proteomics. MIAPE-GE will be implemented by public repositories, such as PRIDE, Swiss2DPage and Gelbank, and the PSI's GelML data format is designed to support MIAPE-GE-compliant submission [2].

Gel electrophoresis facilitates the separation of protein (or peptide) mixtures, usually in a gel matrix under the application of an electric field. MIAPE-GE contains a glossary (Supplementary Table 1 online) specifying the minimum information to report about a gel electrophoresis experiment so as to enable the extraction of the maximum value from data generated, specifically addressing: gel matrix manufacture and preparation; running conditions; visualization techniques, such as staining; the method of image capture; and a technical description of the image obtained. The module does not explicitly cover sample preparation, although it requires the recording of which samples were loaded onto a gel and whether the protein complement had been labeled. Neither does the module cover the informatics process or the analysis of digitized gel images; this is addressed in a separate module, MIAPE-GI (Gel Informatics). These and other items falling outside the scope of this module may be captured in complementary modules, the latest versions of which can be obtained from the MIAPE home page.
These guidelines are intended to evolve, and readers are directed to MIAPE homepage (http://www.psidev.info/miape/) to check compliance with the most up-to-date version. They may also view the most recent version of MIAPE-GE at the module's homepage (http://www.psidev.info/miape/ge/)
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Box 1 Content snapshot for MIAPE-GE

The full MIAPE-GE document is divided into three parts: an introduction providing background and context; a summary list of the items to be reported; and a glossary with definitions and examples.

The MIAPE-GE guidelines themselves are subdivided as follows:

1. General features. Initiation date; contact information for the data set; type of electrophoresis.
2. Sample. The material applied to the gel matrix and its role; labels or tags used; loading buffer.
3. Gel matrix and electrophoresis. Physicochemical components and properties of the gel matrix; electrophoresis protocol.
4. Inter-dimension process. Any process or processes carried out between the running of separation dimensions, such as equilibration, or reduction and alkylation.
5. Detection process. Examples include direct methods such as staining proteins on the gel and indirect methods such as exposing a gel matrix containing a radiolabeled sample to photographic film or the transfer of proteins to an alternate matrix (e.g., immunoblotting).
6. Image acquisition. Equipment and procedure used to capture a digitized representation of an electrophoresed gel matrix and sample, or a detection medium.
7. Image. Descriptors for the digitized image produced as a result of the Image Acquisition, such as name and dimensions, resolution and bit-depth.